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PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

Stretching self-care back to practice
Feeling stressed? As we all work to adapt to extraordinary circumstances, who isn’t?  

As we gingerly step out of lockdown and attempt to rebuild our working lives,  
it’s important that we take time to care for ourselves, writes Anthony Lett.

 | Anthony Lett

A
lthough lockdown has given us time to 

focus on our health and wellbeing, if 

you haven’t been doing much massage, 

it is very likely that you’ve lost much of the 

specific conditioning that you built over years 

of clinical practice. As you head back to the 

clinic, one of the things you will notice is the 

loss of strength and endurance required to ply 

your skills. You will likely get sore, stiff and 

tired. 

The uncertainty about our working lives and 

the social isolation have also left many of us 

feeling anxious. Anxiety, of course, has 

immediate effects on our health including 

increased blood pressure, muscle tension, sleep 

disruption and reduced functioning of our 

immune system. 

That’s why I’m excited to be able to provide 

you with some stretching and self-care skills 

to help you manage the transition back to work. 

Research points to various mind 

and body approaches 

for managing 

s t r e s s ,  a n d 

stretching is an 

appealing option 

for those coping 

with our new reality 

because it’s something you can do daily, at 

home, or in the clinic and it can positively 

impact your health. 

Just as you do with your clients, it is 

important to interrupt a cycle of chronic 

musculoskeletal pain, hopefully before it even 

starts. So, I’d recommend following some of the 

simple practices in this article from day one to 

ensure you can make the most of the chance 

you have to return to work and financial 

security. There will be plenty of clients to treat, 

including those who enjoy the very human 

need to be touched, so make sure you are well 

and able to provide the important service that 

you do.

A simple program for before or after 
your working day

The program here has been put together to 

assist you with stretching many of the muscles 

most overused during your clinical work. 

Tightness in the hamstrings, glutes, hip flexors, 

erector spinae, chest and forearms accumulate 

through holding static postures, and via 

concentric and eccentric loading. Allow for 10 

to 15 minutes at the start and end of your day 

to de-stress, relax and look after the only mind 

and body you will ever have!
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Forearm Flexors

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Kneel on floor, place palms onto floor

 > Fingers must point back towards knees

 > Lean bodyweight backwards

VARIATIONS (Photo B & C)

 > Lean weight above each finger in turn

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo D)

 > Press both hands into floor

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo E)

 > Lean backwards and repeat variations

Major muscles stretched
Forearm flexors

Seated Hip

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A & B)

 > Hook elbow around opposite knee

 > Lift chest

 > Keep sit bones on box

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo B)

 > Press knee away from armpit

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo B)

 > Pull the knee further to the armpit

 > Arch spine

 > Twist spine towards the  

stretching hip

Major muscles stretched
Gluteals, deep rotators

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

Lying Straight Leg Hamstring

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Place strap across foot and pull leg  

to point of tension

 > Keep knee straight and firm

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo A)

Press entire leg back towards floor

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo B)

 > Contract quads and pull leg towards 

chest

PARTNER ASSISTANCE (Photo C)

 > Partner must be secure, with  

straight arms

 > Place hands as pictured and keep knee

 > straight while pressing leg towards 

chest/armpit

 > Contractions as in solo version

VARIATION (Photo D)

 > Press ball of foot down to  

accentuate calf and back of knee

Major muscles stretched
Hamstrings, calves

Lunge Pose

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Kneel as pictured, keeping arms  

inside of front foot

 > Keep spine straight

 > Take rear leg back as far as possible

 > Keep front knee open at about  

100° angle

 > Sink hips towards floor

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo A)

 > Press both feet down into floor  

(do not move)

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo B)

 > Lean hips closer to floor, OR for  

more effect

 > lift rear knee from floor  

(do not allow hips to lift)

PARTNER ASSIST (Photo C)

 > Partner presses down onto sacrum and rear of hip joint

 > Partner lifts leg by pulling thigh up into straight leg position

Major muscles stretched
Rectus femoris, lliopsoas, adductors magnus, 

gluteus maximus

E
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In conclusion
As we in the health care community look for ways to combat the 

public health challenges of chronic pain and the related opioid 

epidemic, research points to an important role for nonpharmacologic 

interventions like stretching, massage and relaxation practices for 

pain. So, go ahead, do the work, and ‘be the change you want to see’.

Anthony Lett is a StretchFit and Pilates studio owner, teacher 
educator and writer from Melbourne Australia. Anthony teaches 
workshops globally on the material from his books titled 
“Innovations in Pilates.” Anthony was the Director of Advanced 
Education for BASI Pilates and has qualifications in philosophy, 
sports science, exercise medicine and clinical anatomy. 
Anthony has presented his workshops and keynote addresses in 
over 25 countries and is a leading creative thinker in the Pilates 
industry. Anthony’s eight books contain fascinating world first 3D 
Pilates graphics and merge practices from osteopathy, 
physiotherapy and Yoga with traditional Pilates repertoire.   
Anthony also created the first “Pilates Anatomy and Kinesiology” 
certification course, as well as the first 3D printed Pilates Reformer. 
Anthony’s latest book StretchFit: safe effective stretches for 
everybody is available at www.amazon.com.au.

The Dangler (Flexion)

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Lie over box with pubic bone off the edge

 > Allow head and knees to drop completely

 > Take deep abdominal breaths

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo B)

 > Imagine pressing legs and head/upper 

back to ceiling

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo C)

 > Let hips and head drop down to floor

 > Allow legs to float as much as possible

 > Stronger versions with less floor contact

 > Instructions as above

PARTNER VARIATION (Photo D)

 > Allow legs and upper body to dangle

 > Contract by pushing pelvis/chest up 

into partner resistance

 > Restretch by hanging further

 > Deep abdominal breaths are important

Major muscles stretched
Erector spinae, rhomboids.

Box Lats

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Position hips above knees, elbows 

on box

 > Lower chest towards floor

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo B)

 > Press elbows down into box

 > Partner applies downward force  

onto shoulders

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo C)

 > Lower chest further towards floor

 > Partner applies force to different  

parts of spine

VARIATION (Photo D)

 > Keep hips stable and shift sholders  

and chest sideways

Major muscles stretched
Latissimus dorsi, long head of triceps, 

abdominals and pectorals.

Lying Pectoralis Major

HOW TO STRETCH (Photo A)

 > Lie as pictured with elbow at head 

height

 > Keep front of shoulder on mat

 > Roll opposite shoulder, hip and leg 

backwards

 > Press opposite hand down into floor

HOW TO CONTRACT (Photo B)

 > Press arm under stretch into floor

HOW TO RESTRETCH (Photo C)

 > Anterior deltoid

 > Roll hip and leg back further

 > Press opposite hand down into floor

Major muscles 
stretched
Pectorals




